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DAPTC DISCUSSION PAPER 

Date & Time: 5th March 2021 10am 

Meeting: DAPTC Executive Committee 

Topic: Nimble E-Learning Partnership with SWCLCs 

Presenter: Neil Wedge 

Sensitivity: Open / Controlled / Confidential 
 

Agenda Item: 7  

Executive Summary: 
 
▪ Following the restrictions in the first lockdown in 2020 a small number of County Associations 

(CALCs) started to look at e-learning solutions to continue to offer learning solutions and maintain 

income streams. 

▪ Nimble supported NALC in launching an e-learning pilot in August 2020 although Nimble had 

already become an established supplier to a group of County Associations in East Anglia. Cornwall, 

Wiltshire, Avon and Dorset were among a number of CALCs joining the pilot. 

▪ The pilot has had mixed levels of take up depending on the CALCs ability to manage the back-

office administration and have a clear view of how e-learning sits alongside other modes of 

training delivery. 

▪ 12 modules were made available initially with more planned through ‘Market Place’ which allows 

course writers to sell their e-learning modules. 

▪ User feedback has been encouraging from the pilot and the SW County Officers see potential in 

the Nimble offer going forward as a means of supporting other online training or future face to 

face delivery when permitted. E-learning needs to increasingly be viewed as supporting the 

training offer to members rather than replacing other means of delivery and income streams. 

▪ Additionally, by joining forces with Nimble for the South West the SWCLCs can pool resources and 

expertise to write and sell courses via the e-learning Market Place. The collective agreement 

would make it financially viable going forward. 

 

 

Objective: 

Socialise a proposal for DAPTC to join fellow SWCLC members in sharing the cost of an agreement with 

Nimble e-learning and developing together future training content to make best use of experience 

and resource time over the South West County Associations. 

Background Information 

Nimble is an established mainstream e-learning supplier. Each module is between 40-60 minutes long 

and can be undertaken on any device, mobile included as of 2021. The delegate is enrolled and the 

Nimble portal sends instructions and a link to start the training when the delegate is ready. This means 

no travel and the flexibility to complete the course in their own time. The course can be paused and 

re-started too. 

The back-office administration allows the CALC to monitor progress so that as many that have taken 

the time to enrol, can get courses completed. A dashboard tracks assessment scores, completion rates 
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and there is an ability to undertake a post module survey to gather user experience. Reminders can 

be issued to get completion rates increased. 

Opportunity for SWCLC 

Developing an e-learning platform or application would be cost prohibitive for any individual member 

of SWCLC in the short to medium term. Nimble offers a quick route to promote and use a form of 

learning which is quite common in other industries and sectors, but not so in parish and town councils 

which is our membership base. A small number of CALCs had already used e-learning and explored 

options to develop this mode of training, albeit in a limited way. The shift in reliance to online training 

has created momentum towards more technology-based solutions and with the ‘door open’, it seems 

appropriate to move this forward quickly to establish it firmly. 

Signing an agreement with Nimble will mean: 

✓ The offer to members for training delivery is broader and more flexible 

✓ It supports increased use of technology, less travel time and cost to members. Making budgets 

go further 

✓ It could improve the learning experience for delegates 

✓ Allows CALCs to blend learning offered on a number of topics 

✓ Use of short assessments to check understanding of delegates 

✓ We leverage the combined experience in the South West and pool limited resources 

Financially – what does it mean and involve? 

After the initial Phase 1 ‘pilot’ period the annual charging period applies. Phase 1 is an opportunity for 

us as CALCs to embed its use and iron out any gremlins in back office and promotion of the courses. 

Some CALCs are up and running already in the South West as a result of the NALC pilot. 

Here of some examples of how the cost/income is broken down: 

Phase 1 Nimble Authored Modules 

• Assume £14 / delegate cost for module 

• We charge delegate council £14 

• We get invoiced quarterly for 50% by Nimble = £7/delegate 
 

Phase 1 Market Place Modules authored elsewhere (in phase 1 we might not yet have authored 

any) 

• Assume £14 / delegate cost for module 

• We charge delegate council £14 

• We get invoiced for £9.10 for each delegate and keep £4.90 (35% split) 
 

Phase 2 Nimble Authored Modules (as Phase 1 – no change) 

• Assume £14 / delegate cost for module 

• We charge delegate council £14 

• We get invoiced quarterly for 50% by Nimble = £7/delegate 
 

Phase 2 Market Place Modules authored by SWCLCs 
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• Assume £14 / delegate cost for module (we can charge whatever we want when authoring 
and therefore the £14 could be £18 or £20 depending on the topic) 

• We charge delegate council £14 

• We get invoiced for £4.90 for each delegate and keep £9.10 (65% split) as authors 
 
£1,500 = 667 enrolments or 95 per CALC per annum. By basing the cost on enrolments at least 
SWCLC will benefit from income growth in line with extra enrolments. 
 
The Nimble Flexi-Commercial LMS Licence is a £2.25 per enrolment or £1,500 whichever is the 

higher amount. The Nimble Flexi-Commercial LMS Licence is normally £1,500 p.a. plus £1,000 for 

client management p.a. (this is the bespoke back office for SWCLC), but Nimble have confirmed if 

the enrolment revenue continues to build the £1,000 is likely to be waived.  

We could practicably then allocate the share of cost based on usage/enrolments and apply a similar 

split on revenue by County Association. This will need agreeing. 

To author modules the cost for a licence is £650 per annum. This means one user in the SWCLC can 

write material. 

After Phase 1 the annual cost to each CALC using a simple division of overall costs would be: 

£1,500 (Licence) + £650 (Authoring Licence) + £1,000 (Client Management) = £3,150 (£450 per CALC) 

Each CALC though would receive income from enrolments at the agreed rate which would hopefully 

mean Nimble waive the Client Management charge. To cover the cost of the Authoring Licence we 

would need to create one module that generates 86 enrolments (incl. VAT) to break even over the 

year. 

All the above costs are subject to VAT at the prevailing rate. 

Back Office Admin and Finance 

There will need to be an agreement between SWCLC members how the back office is administered as 

well as the apportionment of costs and revenue. 

 

 

Next Steps 

1. Socialise the Nimble Agreement and this paper with Executive Boards/ Committees as soon 

as practicable. 

2. Understand any questions and challenges to the proposal – where possible look for an 

agreement in principle and documented points for the County Officers to progress. Are 

members happy that SWCLCs is used as the legal entity for this agreement? 

3. To fund the initial 2 years do we use a ringfenced fund at SWCLC to move this forward? 

4. County Officers to meet and agree how the back office and finance will be handled. 

5. County Officers to agree where the author licence sits. 

6. Neil Wedge to provide an update to NALC if this proposal is progressed. 

7. County Officers to finalise a logo to brand the portal for SWCLC. 

8. If agreed – wet signatures need to be applied to the agreement and sent back to Nimble. 

  


